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Abstract

In this two-part paper, we consider multicomponent systems in which each component can iteratively 
exchange information with other components in its neighborhood in order to compute, in a distributed fashion, 
the average of the components’ initial values or some other quantity of interest (i.e., some function of these 
initial values). In particular, we study an iterative algorithm for computing the average of the initial values of 
the nodes. In this algorithm, each component maintains two sets of variables that are updated via two identical 
linear iterations. The average of the initial values of the nodes can be asymptotically computed by each node 
as the ratio of two of the variables it maintains. In the first part of this paper, we show how the update rules 
for the two sets of variables can be enhanced so that the algorithm becomes tolerant to communication links 
that may drop packets, independently among them and independently between different transmission times. In 
this second part, by rewriting the collective dynamics of both iterations, we show that the resulting system is 
mathematically equivalent to a finite inhomogenous Markov chain whose transition matrix takes one of finitely 
many values at each step. Then, by using e a coefficients of ergodicity approach, a method commonly used for 
convergence analysis of Markov chains, we prove convergence of the robustified consensus scheme. The analysis 
suggests that similar convergence should hold under more general conditions as well.

Note to readers: Section I discusses the relation between Part II (this report) and the companion Part I of the report, 

and discusses some related work. The readers may skip Section I without a loss of continuity.
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I. Introduction

The focus of this paper is to analyze the convergence of the robustified double-iteration1 algorithm 
for average consensus introduced in Part I, utilizing a different framework that allows us to move 
away from the probabilistic model describing the availability of communication links of Part I. More 
specifically, instead of focusing on the dynamics of the first and second moments of the two iterations 
to establish convergence as done in Part I, we consider a framework that builds upon the theory of 
finite inhomogenous Markov chains. In this regard, by augmenting the communication graph, we will 
show that the collective dynamics of each of the two iterations can be rewritten in such a way that the 
resulting system is mathematically equivalent to a finite inhomogenous Markov chain whose transition 
matrix takes values from a finite set of possible matrices. Once the problem is recasted in this fashion, 
tools, such as coefficients of ergodicity, commonly used in the analysis of inhomogenous Markov chains 
(see, e.g., [ 11) are used to prove the convergence of the algorithm.

Recalling from Part I, when the communication network is perfectly reliable (i.e., in the absence 
of packet drops), the collective dynamics of the linear iterations can be described by a discrete-time 
transition system with no inputs in which the transition matrix is column stochastic and primitive. 
Then, each node runs two identical copies of a linear iteration, with each iteration initialized differently 
depending on the problem to be solved. This double-iteration algorithm is a particular instance of 
the algorithm in [2] (which is a generalization of the algorithm proposed in [3]), where the matrices 
describing each linear iteration are allowed to vary as time evolves, whereas in our setup (for the 
ideal case when there are no communication link failures) the transition matrix is fixed over time. In 
general, the algorithm described above is not robust against packet-dropping communication links. It 
might be possible to robustify it by introducing message delivery acknowledgment mechanisms and 
retransmission mechanisms, but this has certain overhead and drawbacks as discussed in Section II-C. 
Also, in a pure broadcast system, which is the communication model we assume in this work, it is easy 
to see that the double-iteration algorithm above will not work properly. The mechanism we proposed in 
Part I to robustify the double iteration algorithm was for each node i to keep track of three quantities 
of interest: i) its own internal state (as captured by the state variables maintained in the original double 
iteration scheme of [2], [4]; ii) an auxiliary variable that accounts for the total mass broadcasted so far 
by node i to (all of) its neighbors; and iii) another auxiliary variable that accounts for the total received 
mass from each node j  that sends information to node i. The details of the algorithm are provided 
in Section III, but the key in analyzing convergence of the algorithm is to show that the collective 
system dynamics can be rewritten by introducing additional nodes—virtual buffers—that account for 
the difference between these two auxiliary variables. The resulting enhanced system is equivalent to an 
inhomogenous Markov chain whose transition matrix takes values from a finite set.

As discussed in Part I, even if relying on the ratio of two linear iterations, our work is different from 
the work in [2] in terms of both the communication model and also the nature of the protocol itself.

1 In this second part we will also refer to this algorithm as “ratio consensus” algorithm and will use both denominations interchangeably.
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In this regard, a key premise in [2] is that stochasticity of the transition matrix must be maintained 
over time, which requires sending nodes to know the number of nodes that are listening, suggesting 
that i) either the communication links are perfectly reliable, or ii) there is some acknowledgment and 
retransmission mechanism that ensures messages are delivered to the listening nodes at every round 
of information exchange. In our work, we remove both assumptions, and assume a pure broadcast 
model without acknowledgements and retransmissions. It is very easy to see that in the presence of 
lossy communication links, the algorithm in [2] does not solve the average consensus problems as 
stochasticity of the transition matrix is not preserved over time. Thus, as mentioned above, the key in 
the approach we follow to analyze convergence is to augment the communication graph by introducing 
additional nodes, and to establish the correctness of the algorithms and establish that the collective 
dynamics of the resulting system is equivalent to a finite inhomogenous Markov chain with transition 
matrix that values values from a finite set. Once the system is rewritten in this fashion, the robust 
algorithm for ratio consensus reduces to a similar setting to the one in [2], except for the fact that some 
of the the resulting transition matrices might not have positive diagonals, which is required for the proof 
in [2]. Thus, in this regard, our approach may be also viewed as a generalization of the main result in 
[2].

The idea of augmenting the communication graph has been used in consensus problems to study the 
impact of bounded (fixed and random) communication delays [5], [6], [7]. In our work, the augmented 
communication graph that results from rewriting the collective system dynamics has some similarities 
to the augmented communication graph in [7], where the link from node i to node j  is replaced by 
several paths from node i to node j , in order to mimic the effect of communication delays. In particular, 
in [7], for a maximum delay of B  steps, B  paths are added in parallel with the single-edge path that 
captures the non-delayed message transmission. The added path corresponding to delay b (1 < b < B) 
has b nodes, for a total of B(B  + l)/2  additional nodes capturing the effect of message transmission 
delays from node i to node j. At every time step, a message from node i to node j  is randomly routed 
through one of these paths; the authors assume for simplicity that each of the paths is activated with 
probability l /B .  For large communication graphs, one of the drawbacks of this model is the explosion 
in the number of nodes to be added to the communication graph to model the effect of delays. In our 
work, for analysis purposes, we also use the idea of augmenting the communication graph, but in our 
case, a single parallel path is sufficient to capture the effect of packet-dropping communication links. 
As briefly discussed later, it is easy to see that our modeling formalism can also be used to capture 
random delays, with the advantage over the formalism in [7] that in our model, it is only necessary to 
add a single parallel path with B  nodes (instead of the B (B  + 1)/2 nodes added above) per link in the 
original communication path, which reduces the number of states added. Additionally, our modeling 
framework can handle any delay distribution, as long as the equivalent augmented network satisfies 
properties (M1)-(M5) discussed in Section IV-A.

In order to make Part II self-contained, we review several ideas already introduced in Part I, including
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the double-iteration algorithm formulation over perfectly reliable networks and its robustified version. 
In Part II, we will embrace the common convention utilized in Markov chains of pre-multiplying the 
transition matrix of the Markov chain by the corresponding probability vector.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the communication model, 
briefly describes the non-robust version of the double-iteration algorithm, and discusses some issues that 
arise when implementing the double-iteration algorithm in networks with unreliable links. Section III 
describes the strategy to robustify the double-iteration algorithm against communication link failures. 
Section IV reformulates each of the two iterations in the robust algorithm as an inhomogeneous Markov 
chain. We employ coefficients of ergodicity analysis to characterize the algorithm behavior in Section V. 
Convergence of the robustified double-iteration algorithm is established in Section VI. Concluding 
remarks and discussions on future work are presented in Section VII.

II. P r e l i m i n a r i e s

This section describes the communication model we adopt throughout the work, introduces nota
tion, reviews the double-iteration algorithm that can be used to solve consensus problems when the 
communication network is perfectly reliable, and discusses issues that arise when implementing the 
double-iteration algorithm in networks with packet-dropping links.

A. Network Communication Model

The system under consideration consists of a network of m  nodes, V — { 1 ,2 ,..., m}, each of which 
has some initial value i = 1,2, . . . , r a ,  (e.g., a temperature reading). The nodes need to reach 
consensus to the average of these initial values in an iterative fashion. In other words, the goal is for 
each node to obtain the value 3 in a distributed fashion. We assume a synchronous2 system in 
which time is divided into time steps of fixed duration. The nodes in the network are connected by a 
certain directed network. More specifically, a directed link (j, i) is said to “exist” if transmissions from 
node j  can be received by node i infinitely often over an infinite interval. Let £ denote the set of all 
directed links that exist in the network. For notational convenience, we take that (z, i) £ £, Vz, so that a 
self-loop exists at each node. Then, graph Q — (V, £) represents the network connectivity. Let us define 
X] = {j | (j, z) £ £} and Oi =  {j \ (i,j) £ £}. Thus, 2  consists of all nodes from whom node z has 
incoming links, and Oi consists of all nodes to whom node z has outgoing links. For a set S, we will 
denote the cardinality of set S' by |S|. The outdegree of node z, denoted as Dt, is the size of set Oi, 
thus, Di — \Oi\. Due to the assumption that all nodes have self-loops, z E 2* and z £ Oiy Vz £ V. We 
assume that graph Q = (V, £) is strongly connected. Thus, in Q — (V, £), there exists a directed path 
from any node z to any node j, Vz, j  £ V (although it is possible that the links on such a path between 
a pair of nodes may not all be simultaneously reliable in a given time slot).

2We later discuss how the techniques we develop for reaching consensus using the double iteration algorithm in the presence of 
packet-dropping links naturally lead to an asynchronous computation setup.
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The iterative consensus algorithms considered in this paper assume that, at each step of the iteration, 
each node transmits some information to all the nodes to whom it has a reliable directed link during 
that iteration (or “time step”). The iterative consensus algorithm summarized in Section II-B assumes 
the special case wherein all the links are always reliable (that is, all links are reliable in every time 
step). In Section III, and beyond, we consider a network with potentially unreliable links. Our work on 
iterative consensus over unreliable links is motivated by the presence of such links in wireless networks. 
Suppose that the nodes in our network communicate over wireless links, with the node locations being 
fixed. In such a wireless network, each node should generally be able to communicate with the other 
nodes in its vicinity. However, such transmissions may not always be reliable, due to channel fading 
and interference from other sources. To make our subsequent discussion precise, we will assume that 
a link (i , j ) exists (i.e., (i,j)  E £) only if each transmission from i is successfully received by node 
j  with probability ^  (0 < ^  < 1). We assume that successes of transmissions on different links are 
independent of each other; also, successes of different transmissions on any given link are independent 
of each other. As we will see, these independence assumptions can be partially relaxed but we adopt 
them at this point for simplicity.

We assume that all transmissions from any node i are broadcasts,3 in the sense that, every node j, 
such that (i,j)  E £, may receive z’s transmission with probability independently between nodes 
and transmission steps. As seen later, this broadcast property can potentially be exploited to make 
communication more efficient, particularly when a given node i wants to send identical information to 
all the nodes in 0*. When node i broadcasts a message to its neighbors, the reliabilities of receptions 
at different nodes in 0* are mutually independent. Each node i is assumed to be aware of the value 
of Di (i.e., the number of nodes in 0j), and the identity of each node in set X*. This information can 
be learned using neighbor discovery mechanisms used in wireless ad hoc or mesh networks. Note that 
node i does not necessarily know whether transmissions to nodes in Oi are successful.

B. Ratio Consensus Algorithm in Perfectly Reliable Communication Networks

In this section, we summarize a consensus algorithm for a special case of the above system, wherein 
all the links in the network are always reliable (that is, reliable in every time step). The “ratio consensus” 
algorithm presented here performs two iterative computations in parallel, with the solution of the 
consensus algorithm being asymptotically obtained as the ratio of the outcome of the two parallel 
iterations. We will refer to this approach as ratio consensus. In prior literature, similar approaches have 
also been called weighted consensus [2], [3].

Each node i maintains at iteration k state variables yk[i\ and Zk[i]. At each time step k, each node i

3A s elaborated later, the results in this paper can also  be applied in networks w herein  the transm issions are unicast (not broadcast).
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updates its state variable as follows:

Vk[i] = ^ 2  yk- i [ j ] /Dj , k >  1, (1)
jeii

Zk\i\ =  (2)
jeii

where y0[j] = Vj, Vj = 1 , . . . ,  m, and z0[j] =  1, V? =  1 ,. . . ,  m.
To facilitate implementation of the above iterations, at time step k, each node z broadcasts a message 

containing values yk_i[i\/Dl and zk_i[i]/Di to each node in Oit and awaits reception of a similar 
message from each node in X*. When node z has received, from each node j  G l i ,  a value (namely, 
yk~i[j]/Dj and zk-\[i\/D j) at step k, node z performs the above update of its state variables (by simply 
summing the corresponding values). Hereafter, we will use the phrase “message v” to mean “message 
containing value v”.

The above two iterations are represented in a matrix notation in (3) and (4), where yk and zk are row 
vectors of size m, and M  is an m x m  primitive matrix4, such that M[i,j\ = l/D i if j  G Oi and 0 
otherwise. Compactly, we show

Vk = Uk-i M, k > 1 ,
zk =  zk- i  M, k >  1.

(3)

(4)

It is assumed that z0[j] = 1 and y0[j] = Vj are the initial values at each node j  e  V. Each node i 
calculates, at each time step k, the ratio

Vk[i\
Vk[i\ 
Zk[i] *

For the transition matrix M, (a) M[i,j] > 0, and (b) for all i, . M[z,j] =  1. Any matrix that 
satisfies these two conditions is said to be a row stochastic matrix. It has been shown in [4] that vk[i] 
asymptotically converges to the average of the elements of y0, provided that M  is primitive and row 
stochastic. That is, if M  is a primitive row stochastic matrix, then

lim vk[i\ =k—+ oo

where m  is the number of elements in vector

Ej vo\j]
m

Vo-

Vz G V, (5)

C. Implementation Aspects of Ratio Consensus Algorithm in the Presence of Unreliable Links

Let us consider how we might implement iterations (3) and (4) in a wireless network. Since the 
treatment for the yk and zk iterations is similar, let us focus on the yk iteration for now. Implementing 
(3) requires that, at iteration k (to compute yk), node z should transmit message z/l_i [z] M[i,j] to each

4A finite square matrix A  is said to be primitive if for some positive integer p, A p > 0, that is, A p\i,j] > 0, Vz, j .
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node j  E Oi. Conveniently, for all j  E Oi, the values M[i,j] are identical, and equal to 1/A - Thus, 
node i needs to send message yk-\[i\/Di to each node in Oi. Let us define

Vk[i\ =yk-i[i]/D i , k > 1.

In a wireless network, the two approaches described next may be used by node i to transmit message 
Hk[i] to all the nodes in Oi.

Approach 1: In this approach, each node i ensures that its message pk[i\ is delivered reliably to 
all the nodes in 0 {. One way to achieve this goal is as follows. Node i can broadcast the message 
pk[i\ on the wireless channel, and then wait for acknowlegdements (ack) from all the nodes in Oi. If 
such acks are not received from all nodes in Oi within some timeout interval, then i can retransmit 
the message. This procedure will be repeated until acks are received from all the intended recipients of 
Pk[i\- This procedure ensures that the message is received by each node in Oi reliably in each step k of 
the iteration. However, as an undesirable side-effect, the time required to guarantee the reliable delivery 
to all the neighboring nodes is not fixed. In fact, this time can be arbitrarily large with a non-zero 
probability, if each transmission on a link (i,j)  E £ is reliable with probability < 1. Different nodes 
may require different amounts of time to reliably deliver their message to their intended recipients. 
Thus, if a fixed finite interval of time is allocated for each step k, then it becomes difficult to guarantee 
that the iterations will be always performed correctly (because some messages may not be delivered 
within the fixed time interval).

Approach 2: Alternatively, each node i may just broadcast its message pk[i] once in time step k , 
and hope that all the nodes in Oi receive it reliably. This approach has the advantage that each step 
of the iteration can be performed in a short (and predictable) time interval. However, it also has the 
undesirable property that all the nodes in Oi may not receive the message (due to link unreliability), 
and such nodes will not be able to update their state correctly. It is important to note that, since there 
are no acknowlegements being sent, a node i cannot immediately know whether a node j  E Oi has 
received %'s message or not.

Considering the shortcomings of the above two approaches, it appears that an alternative solution is 
required. Our solution to the problem (to be introduced in Section III) is to maintain additional state 
at each node, and utilize this state to mitigate the detrimental impact of link unreliability. To put it 
differently, the additional state can be used to design an iterative consensus algorithm robust to link 
unreliability. In particular, the amount of state maintained by each node i is proportional to |2*|. In a 
large scale wireless network (i.e, with large m) with nodes spread over large space, we would expect 
that for any node i, \li\ «  m. In such cases, the small increase in the amount of state is a justifiable 
cost to achieve robustness in presence of link unreliability.

Although M[i,j] is identical (and equal to 1 /A ) for all j  E Oi in our example above, this is not 
necessary. So long as M  is a primitive row stochastic matrix, the above iteration will converge to the 
correct consensus value (provided that the transmissions are always reliable). Thus, it is possible that in
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a given iteration, node i may want to send different messages to different nodes in Oj. This goal can be 
achieved by performing unicast operation to each node in O*. In this situation as well, two approaches 
analogous to Approaches 1 and 2 may be used. The first approach would be to reliably deliver the unicast 
messages, using as many retransmissions as necessarys. The second approach may be to transmit each 
message just once. In both cases, it is possible that the iterations may not be performed correctly. To 
simplify the discussion in this paper, we assume that each node i needs to transmit identical message 
to the nodes in Oi. However, it is easy to extend the proposed scheme so that it is applicable to the 
more general scenario as well.

III. Robustification of Ratio Consensus Algorithm

In this section, we present the proposed ratio consensus algorithm that is robust in presence of link 
unreliability. The correctness of the proposed algorithm is established in Section VI. As before, each 
node maintains state variables yk[z] and zk[i\. Additional state maintained at each node will be defined 
soon. Iterative computation is performed to maintain yk and zk. For brevity, we will focus on presenting 
the iterations for yk, but iterations for zk are analogous, with the difference being in the initial state. 
The initial values of y and z are assumed5 to satisfy the following conditions:

1) 2/o[i] > 0, Vi,
2) zo[i] > 0, Vi,

3) £<*>[*] > o.
Our goal for the robust iterative consensus algorithm is to allow each node i to compute (asymptotically) 
the ratio

E i  2/q M
£<*>[*]'

With a suitable choice of y0[i] and z0[i], different functions may be calculated [4]. In particular, if the 
initial input of node i is denoted as v{, then by setting y0[i] = w¿u* and zQ[i} =  wit where Wi > 0, Vi, 
the nodes can compute the weighted average ; with Wi = 1, Vi e  V, the nodes calculate average
consensus.

A. Intuition Behind the Robust Algorithm

To aid our presentation, let us introduce the notion of “mass.” The initial value y0[i] at node i is to 
be viewed as its initial mass. If node i sends a message v to another node j ,  that can be viewed as a 
“transfer” of an amount of mass equal to v to node j. With this viewpoint, it helps to think of each 
step k as being performed over a non-zero interval of time. Then, yk[i] should be viewed as the mass 
at node i at the end of time step k (which is the same as the start of step k + 1). Thus, during step k, 
each node i transfers (perhaps unsuccessfully, due to unreliable links) some mass to nodes in Oi, the

5The assumption that yo[i] > 0, Vi, can be relaxed, allowing for arbitrary values for yo[i\.
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amount being a function of yk-i[i\. The mass yk[z] is the accumulation of the mass that z receives in 
messages from nodes in 2  ̂ during step k.

Now, 53» 2/o[*] is the total mass in the system initially. If we implement iteration (3) in the absence 
of packet drops, then for all iterations k

^  */*[*] =
i i

That is, the total mass in the system remains constant. This invariant is maintained because M  is a row 
stochastic matrix. However, if a message v sent by node z is not received by some node j  G Oi, then 
the mass in that message is “lost,” resulting in reduction of the total mass in the system.

Our robust algorithm is motivated by the desire to avoid the loss of mass in the system, even in the 
presence of unreliable links. The proposed algorithm uses Approach 2 for transmission of messages. In 
particular, in our algorithm (and as in the original ratio consensus), at each step k, each node z wants 
to transfer fik[i] = yk-i[i]/Di amount of mass to each node in (9*. For this purpose, node z broadcasts6 
message ¡ik[i\. To make the algorithm robust, let us assume that, for each link (i,j)  e £, a “virtual 
buffer” is available to store the mass that is “undelivered” on the link. For each node j  e Oit there are 
two possibilities:

(PI) Link (i,j)  is not reliable in slot k: In this case, message ¡ik[i\ is not received by node j . Node 
z believes that it has transferred the mass to j  (and thus, z does not include that mass in its own 
state yk[i]), and at the same time, that mass is not received at node j ,  and therefore, not included in 
yk[j]. Therefore, let us view this missing mass as being “buffered on” link (i,j)  in a virtual buffer. 
The virtual buffer for each directed link (i,j)  will be viewed as a virtual node in the network. 
Thus, when link (i,j)  is unreliable, the mass is transferred from node i to “node” (i , j ), instead of 
being transferred to node j. Note that when link (z, j)  is unreliable, node j  neither receives mass 
directly from node i, nor from the virtual buffer (i , j ).

(P2) Link (z,j) is reliable in slot k: In this case, message ¡ik[i\ is received by node j . Thus, ¡ik[i] 
contributes to yk\j\. In addition, all the mass buffered in the virtual buffer (z,j) will also be 
received by node j , and this mass will also contribute to yk[j\. We will say that buffer (z,j) 
“releases” its mass to node j.

We capture the above intuition by building an “augmented” network that contains all the nodes in 
V, and also contains additional virtual nodes, each virtual node corresponding to the virtual buffer for 
a link in £. Let us denote the augmented networks by Qa = (V°, £a) where Va = V U £ and

£a = £ u  | ( i j )  e £ } u  {z, (zJ )  | ( i j )  e £}.

In case (P2) above, the mass sent by node z, and the mass released from the virtual buffer (z, j) , both

6In the more general case, node i may want to transfer different amounts of mass to different nodes in Ox. In this case, node i may 
send (unreliable) unicast messages to these neighbors. The treatment in this case will be quite similar to the restricted case assumed in 
our discussion, except that node i will need to separately track mass transfers to each of its out-neighbors.
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contribute to the new state yk[j] at node j. In particular, it will suffice for node j  to only know the sum 
of the mass being sent by node i at step k and the mass being released (if any) from buffer (i,j)  at 
step k. In reality, of course, there is no virtual buffer to hold the mass that has not been delivered yet. 
However, an equivalent mechanism can be implemented by introducing additional state at each node in 
V, which exploits the above observation. This is what we explain in the next section.

B. Robust Ratio Consensus Algorithm

We will mitigate the shortcomings of Approach 2 described in Section II-C by changing our iterations 
to be tolerant to missing messages. The modified scheme has the following features:

• Instead of transmitting message /^[¿] =  yk-i[i]/Di at step k, each node i broadcasts at step k a 
message with value S jL i denoted as dk[i\. Thus, ok[i] is the total mass that node i wants to 
transfer to each node in Ox through the first k steps.

• Each node i maintains, in addition to state variables yk[z] and Zk[i\, also a state variable pk[j,i] for 
each node j  E 2*; pk[j, i] is the total mass that node i has received either directly from node j ,  or 
via virtual buffer (j , i), through step k.

The computation performed at node i at step k > 1 is as follows. Note that <r0[i] =  0, Vi G V and
Po[i,j] = 0, V(z, j)  E E.

When link (j, i) E E is reliable, pk\j, i] becomes equal to (Tk[j}: this is reasonable, because i receives 
any new mass sent by j  at step k, as well as any mass released by buffer (j,i) at step k. On the 
other hand, when link ( j ,i) is unreliable, then pk[j,i\ remains unchanged from the previous iteration, 
since no mass is received from j  (either directly or via virtual buffer (j, i)). It follows that, the total 
new mass received by node i at step k, either from node j  directly or via buffer (j, i), is given by 
Pk[j, i] ~  pk-i\j,i\, which explains (8).7

IV. Robust Algorithm Formulation as an Inhomogeneous Markov Chain

In this section, we reformulate each iteration performed by the robust algorithm as an inhomogeneous 
Markov chain whose transition matrix takes values from a finite set of matrices. We will also discuss 
some properties of these matrices, and analyze the behavior of their products, which helps in establishing 
the convergence of the robustified ratio consensus algorithm.

7As per the algorithm specified above, observe that the values of a and p increase monotonically with time. This can be a concern 
for a large number of steps in practical implementations. However, this concern can be mitigated by “resetting” these values, e.g., via 
the exchange of additional information between neighbors (for instance, by piggybacking cumulative acknowledgements, which will be 
delivered whenever the links operate reliably).

=  Vk-i[i] +yk-i[i\/Di, (6)

(Jk[j\, if (J,i) E E and message ak[j] is received by i from j  at step k,
Pk-i[j, ¿], if (j , i) E E and no message is received by i from j  at step k,

(7)

(8)
jeii
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A. Matrix Representation of Each Individual Iteration

The matrix representation is obtained by observing an equivalence between the iteration in (6)- 
(8), and an iterative algorithm (to be introduced soon) defined on the augmented network described in 
Section III-A. The vector state of the augmented network consists of n = m+\£\ elements, corresponding 
to the mass held by each of the m  nodes, and the mass held by each of the \E\ virtual buffers: these n 
entities are represented by as many nodes in the augmented network.

With a slight abuse of notation, let us denote by yk the state of the nodes in the augmented network 
Qa. The vector yk for Qa is an augmented version of yk for Q. In addition to yk[i] for each i e V, 
the augmented yk vector also includes elements yk[(i,j)] for each (■i , j ) e £, with yo[(i,j)\ — 0.8 Due 
to the manner in which the yk[i]'s are updated, yk[i], i £ V, are identical in the original network and 
the augmented network; therefore, we do not distinguish between them. We next translate the iterative 
algorithm in (6)—(8) into the matrix form

yk = yk-iM k, (9)

for appropriately row-stochastic matrices Mk (to be defined soon) that might vary as the algorithm 
progresses (but nevertheless take values from a finite set of possible matrices).

Let us define an indicator variable X k [j, z] for each link (j, i) £ £ at each time step k as follows:

X k[j-, i\
1, if link (j, i) is reliable at time step k, 
0, otherwise. (10)

We will now reformulate the iteration (6)-(8) and show how, in fact, it can be described in matrix form 
as shown in (9), where the matrix transition matrix Mk is a function of the indicator variables defined 
in (10). First, by using the indicator variables at time step k, as defined in (10), it follows from (6) that

Pk\j,i\ = X k\j,i]ak\j] + (1 -  (11)

Now, for k > 0, define vk[j,i] = crk[j] — pk\j,i] (thus iso[j,i] = 0). Then, it follows from (6) and (11) 
that

Vk[f i] =  (1 - X k[j,i]) ( + v k- i [ j A  ) , k >  1.

Also, from (6) and (11), it follows that (8) can be rewritten as

yk-i[j\Vk[i\ =  ^ X k[j,i\
jeii D<

+ , k > 1.

( 12)

(13)

At every instant k that the link (j,i) is not reliable, it is easy to see that the variable vk [j, i] increases 
by an amount equal to the amount that node j  wished to send to node i, but i never received due to 
the link failure. Similarly, at every instant k that the link (j,i) is reliable, the variable vk [j, i] becomes

Similarly, zo[(i,j)] =  0.
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zero and its value at k — 1 is received by node z as can be seen in (13). Thus, from (12) and (13), we 
can think of the variable vk [j, z] as the state of a virtual node that buffers the mass that node z does not 
receive from node j  every time the link (j, z) fails. It is important to note that the vk[j, z]’s are virtual 
variables (no node in V computes vk) that just result from combining, as explained above, variables 
that the nodes in V compute. The reason for doing this is that the resulting model is equivalent to an 
inhomogeneous Markov chain. This can be easily seen by stacking up (13) for all nodes indexed in 
V, i.e., the computing nodes, and (12) for all virtual buffers (j, z), with (j, z) £ E, and rewriting the 
resulting expressions in matrix form, from where the expression in (9) results.

B. Structure and Properties of the Matrices Mk

Next, we discuss the sparsity structure of the Mk s and obtain their entries by inspection of (12) 
and (13). Additionally, we will explore some properties of the Mk s that will be helpful in the analysis 
conducted in Section V for characterizing the behavior of each of the individual iterations.

1) Structure of Mk: Let us first define the entries in row i of matrix Mk that corresponds to i £ V. 
For (i,j)  £ E, there are two possibilities: X k[i, j] = 0 or X k[i,j] = 1. If X k[i, j] — 0, then the mass 
pk[i\ = yk[i]/Di that node i wants to send to node j  is added to the virtual buffer (z, j). Otherwise, no 
new mass from node i is added to buffer (z, j). Therefore,

Mk[i, (z, j)] = (1 -  X k[iJ])/Di. (14)

The above value is zero if link (z, j)  is reliable at step k , and 1/Di otherwise. Similarly, it follows that

Mk[i,j] = X k[i,j]/Du (15)

which is zero whenever link (z, j)  is unreliable at step k, and 1/Di otherwise. Observe that for each
j  e Ou

Mk[i,j] + Mfc[z, (z, j )] =  1/Di,  (16)

with, in fact, one of the two quantities zero and the other equal to 1/A - For (z, j)  ^ E, it naturally 
follows that Mk[i,j] = 0. Similarly,

Mfc[z, (s,r)] — 0, whenever and (s,r) £ E. (17)

Since \Oi\ — Di, all the elements in row z of matrix Mk add up to 1.
Now define row (z, j)  of matrix Mk, which describes how the mass of the virtual buffer (z,j), for 

(z, j)  £ E, gets distributed. When link (z, j)  works reliably at time step k (i.e., X k[iJ] =  1), all the 
mass buffered on link (z, j)  is transferred to node j; otherwise, no mass is trasferred from buffer (z, j)  
to node j  and the buffer retains all its previous mass and increases it by a quantity equal to the mass
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that node i fail to send to node j . These conditions are captured by defining Mk entries as follows:

Mk[(i,j)J \ = X k[i,j], (18)
-  1 - X k[i,j]. (19)

Also, for obvious reasons,

Mk[(i,j),p] = 0, p e V ,  (20)

Mk[(h j),(s i r )\ = °> v(m ) i  (s,r), (.s , r ) e £ . (21)

Clearly, all the entries of the row labeled (¿,j) add up to 1, which results in Mk being a row stochastic 
matrix for all k > 1.

2) Properties of Mk: Let us denote the set of all possible instances (depending on the values of the 
indicator variables X k[i, j], ( i , j ) e £ ,  k > 1) of matrix Mk as AA. The matrices in the set AA have 
the following properties:

(Ml) The set AA is finite.
Each distinct matrix in AA corresponds to different instantiations of the indicator variables defined 
in (10), resulting in exactly 2^  distinct matrices in AA.

(M2) Each matrix in AA is a finite-dimensional square row stochastic matrix.
The number of rows of each matrix Mk e M , as defined above, is n = m  + \£\, which is finite. 
Also, from (14)—(21), theses matrices are square row-stochastic matrices.

(M3) Each positive element of any matrix in AA is lower bounded by a positive constant.
Let us denote this lower bound as c. Then, due to the manner in which matrices in AA are 
constructed, we can define c to be the positive constant obtained as

c=  min M ii,j  |.
i,j,M  \M£M,M[i,j}>0

(M4) The matrix Mk, k > 0, may be chosen to be any matrix M  E M  with a non-zero probability. The 
choice of the transition matrix at each time step is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
due to the assumption that link failures are independent (between nodes and time steps). 
Explanation: The probability distribution on AA is a function of the probability distribution on the 
link reliability. In particular, if a certain M  E AA. is obtained when the links in £' C £ are reliable, 
and the remaining links are unreliable, then the probability that Mk — M  is equal to

n(ij)e£' qij I f (1 — qij). (22)

(M5) For each i £ V, there exists a finite positive integer li such that it is possible to find li matrices in 
AA (possibly with repetition) such that their product (in a chosen order) is a row stochastic matrix 
with the column that corresponds to node i containing strictly positive entries.
This property states that, for each i G V, there exists a matrix T*, obtained as the product of /*
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matrices in A4 that has the following properties:

T ? M  > ^  V j e V ,  (23)

T*lU i,h),i] > o, V ( j i , j 2) e £ -  (24)

This follows from the fact that the underlying graph Qa is strongly connected (in fact, it can be 
easily shown that U < m). To simplify the presentation below, and due to the self-loops, we can 
take li to be equal to a constant /, for all i G V. However, it should be easy to see that the arguments 
below can be generalized to the case when the I fs may be different.
We can also show that under our assumption for link failures, there exists a single matrix, say T*, 
which simultaneously satisfies the conditions in (23)-(24) for all i G V. When all the links in 
the network operate reliably, network G(V,£) is strongly connected (by assumption). Since Q is 
strongly connected, there is a directed path between every pair of nodes i and j,  i.e., i, j  G V . In 
the augmented network Qa, for each (i,j)  G £, there is a link from node i to node and a
link from node (z, j )  to node j.  Thus, it should be clear that the augmented network Qa is strongly 
connected as well. Consider a spanning tree rooted at node 1, such that all the nodes in V = VUE 
have a directed path towards node 1, and also a spanning tree in which all the nodes have directed 
paths from node 1. Choose that matrix, say M* G A4, which corresponds to all the links on these 
two spanning trees, as well as self-loops at all i G V, being reliable. If the total number of links 
that are thus reliable is e, it should be obvious that (M*)e will contain only non-zero entries in 
columns corresponding to i G V. Thus, / defined above may be chosen as e. There are several 
other ways of constructing T*, some of which may result in a smaller value of 1.

V. Ergodicity Analysis of Products of Matrices Mk

We will next analyze the ergodic behavior of the forward product Tk — M \M2 . . .  Mk = IÜ=1 Mj, 
where Mj G A4, Vj =  1 ,2 ,.. . ,  k. Informally defined, weak ergodicity of Tk obtains if the rows of 
Tk tend to equalize as k —» oo. In this work, we focus on the weak ergodicity notion, and establish 
probabilistic statements pertaining the ergodic behavior of Tk. The analysis builds upon a large body 
of literature on products of nonnegative matrices (see, e.g., [1] for a comprehensive account). First, we 
introduce the basic toolkit adopted from [8], [9], [1], and then use it to analyze the ergodicity of Tk.

A. Some Results Pertaining Coefficients of Ergodicity

Informally speaking, a coefficient of ergodicity of a matrix A  characterizes how different two rows 
of A are. For a row stochastic matrix A, proper9 coefficients of ergodicity 6(A) and A(A) are defined

9Any scalar function r ( )  continuous on the set of n x  n  row stochastic matrices, which satisfies 0 < r(A ) < 1, is said to be a proper 
coefficient of ergodicity if t (A) =  0 if and only if A = eTv, where e is the all-ones row vector, and v > 0 is such that veT =  1 HI.
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as:

5(A) := max max \A[ix,j] -  A[z2,j] |, (25)
3 n,i2

A(A) := 1 -  min V  min(A[zi, j], A[z2, j]). (26)
l\ ,12 ‘ ^

3

It is easy to see that 0 < £(A) < 1 and 0 < A(A) < 1, and that the rows are identical if and only if 
5(A) = 0. Additionally, A(A) = 0 if and only if <S(A) =  0.

The next result establishes a relation between the coefficient of ergodicity <£(•) of a product of row 
stochastic matrices, and the coefficients of ergodicity A(-) of the individual matrices defining the product. 
This result will be used in the proof of Lemma 2. It was established in [8] and also follows from the 
more general statement of Theorem 4.8 in [1].

Proposition 1: For any p square row stochastic matrices A i: A2, . . .  Ap_1: Ap,

i ( A 4 - V i A )  < (nf^AfAi)) 6(AP) <  n ?=1 A (A). (27)

The result in (27) is particularly useful to infer ergodicity of a product of matrices from the ergodic 
properties of the individual matrices in the product. For example, if A (A*) is less than 1 for all z, then 
5(AiA2 • • • Ap-iA p) will tend to zero as p —> oo. We will next introduce an important class of matrices 
for which A(-) < 1.

Definition 1: A matrix A  is said to be a scrambling matrix, if A(A) < 1 [1].
In a scrambling matrix A, since A (A) < 1, for each pair of rows zx and z2, there exists a column j  

(which may depend on zi and z2) such that A[zi, j] > 0 and A[i2,j\ > 0, and vice-versa. As a special 
case, if any one column of a row stochastic matrix A contains only non-zero entries, then A must be 
scrambling.

B. Ergodicity Analysis of Iterations of the Robust Algorithm

We next analyze the ergodic properties of the products of matrices that result from each of the 
iterations comprising our robust algorithm. Let us focus on just one of the iterations, say yk, as the 
treatment of the iteration is identical. As described in Section IV, the progress of the y iteration 
can be recast as an inhomogeneous Markov chain

Vk =  Vk-iMfc, k >  1, (28)

where Mk £ A4, Vfc. As already discussed, the sequence of Mk's that will govern the progress of yk 
is determined by communication link availability. (28). Defining Tk = IIjf=1 Mj, we obtain:

yk = y0M1M2 • • • Mk

= yo llj^M j =  y0Tk, k >  1.

By convention, n°=fcMj = I  for any k > 1 (I denotes the n x n identity matrix).

(29)
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Recalling the constant l defined in (M5), define Wk as follows,

Wk = n > 1, Mj e M, (30)

from where it follows that

Tlk =  n*=1 wk, > l. (31)

Observe that the set of time steps “covered” by Wt and Wj, i ^  j , are non-overlapping. It is also 
important to note for subsequent analysis that, since the Mk s are row stochastic matrices and the 
product of any number of row stochastic matrices is row stochastic, all the Wk s and Tk s are also row 
stochastic matrices.

Lemma 2 will establish that as the number of iteration steps goes to infinity, the rows of the matrix Tk 
tend to equalize. For proving Lemma 2, we need the result in Lemma 1 stated below, which establishes 
that there exists a nonzero probability of choosing matrices in M  such that the Wk s as defined in (30) 
are scrambling.

Lemma 1: There exist constants w > 0 and d < 1 such that, with probability equal to w, X(Wk) < d 
for k > 1, independently for different k.

Proof: Each Wk matrix is a product of l matrices from the set M . The choice of the Mk s that form 
Wi and Wj is independent for i j , since Wi and Wj “cover” non-overlapping intervals of time. Thus, 
under the i.i.d. assumption for selection of matrices from M  (property (M4)), and property (M5), it 
follows that, with a non-zero probability (independently for Wk and Wk> for k k'), matrix Wk for 
each k is scrambling. Let us denote by w the probability that Wk is scrambling.

Let us define W as the set of all possible instances of Wk that are scrambling. The set W  is finite 
because the set M. is finite, and W is also non-empty (this follows from the discussion of (M5)). Let 
us define d as the tight upper bound on A(W), for W  G W, i.e.,

Recall that A(̂ 4) for any scrambling matrix A is strictly less than 1. Since W is non-empty and finite, 
and contains only scrambling matrices, it follows that

Lemma 2: There exist constants a and / ? ( 0 < a < l , 0 < / ? < l )  such that, with probability greater 
than (1 — a k), S(Tk) < (5k for k > 8l/w.

Proof: Let k* = \_k\ and A =  k — Ik*. Thus, 0 < A < /. From (29) through (31), observe that

where Tik* is the product of k* of Wj matrices, where 1 < j  < k*. As per Lemma 1, for each Wj,

d =  max X(W)wew (32)

d < 1. (33)
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the probability that A(Wj) < d < 1 is equal to w. Thus, the expected number of scrambling matrices 
among the k* matrices is wk*. Denote by S  the actual number of scrambling Wj matrices among the 
k* matrices. Then the Chemoff lower tail bound tells us that, for any 0 > 0,

Pr{S  < (1 -  (f>)E(S)} < e~E{s)<t,2/2 (34)

=* Pr{5 < (1 -  (f>)(wk*)} < e - (wfc*)^/2. (35)

Let us choose (j>=\. Then,

P r{S < (wk*)/2} < e~wk*/8 (36)

=> Pr{5 > wk*/2} > 1 -  e~wk*/8. (37)

Thus, at least [wk*/ 2j of the W  matrices from the k* matrices forming are scrambling (each with 
A value < d, by Lemma 1) with probability greater than 1 -  e~wk*/8. Proposition 1 then implies that

S(Tk) =  5(Tlk.+A) =  (5 ((nEjW J) (nf=1M,t .+j)) < ( I ^ 1A(W<)) (nf=1A(Mtt.+i))

Since at least [wk*/2\ of the W f s have A(Wi) < d with probability greater than 1 — e~wk*/8, and 
A(Mj) < 1, Vj, it follows that

S(Tk) < dLu;fcV2J (38)

with probability exceeding

1 _  e~vk*/8'

Let us define a = and /3 = d&. Now, if k > 81/w, then if follows that k > 21, and

kk* =
l
wk

2

wk*

k> — 
~ 21

>

>

wk
IT

wk
~8l

d L 2 J < d'si (because 0 < d < 1) 

d V ^ \  < ß \

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)
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Similarly, if k > 8l/w, it follows that

k*

=>

>  —

“  21
e~wk*/8 < e-?a =

1  -  e~ wk*/8 >  1  -  a k.

k
1 (45)

(46)

(47)

By substituting (44) and (47) into (38) and (39), respectively, the result follows. ■
Note that a and (5 in Lemma 2 are independent of time. The threshold on k for which Lemma 2 
holds, namely k > 8l/w, can be improved by using better bounds in (40) and (45). Knowing a smaller 
threshold on k for which Lemma 2 holds can be beneficial in a practical implementation. In the above 
derivation for Lemma 2, we chose a somewhat loose threshold in order to maintain a simpler form 
for the probability expression (namely, 1 — a k) and also a simpler expression for the bound on S(Tk) 
(namely, (3k).

Lemma 3: S(Tk) converges almost surely to 0.
Proof: For k > 8l/w, from Lemma 2, we have that Pr{S(Tk) > (3k} < a k, 0 < a < 1, 0 < (3 < 1. 

Then, it is easy to see that 2 fcPr{£(T*;) > /3k} < 8l/w  + J2k a k < oo. Then, by the first Borel- 
Cantelli lemma, Pr{the event that S(Tk) > (3k occurs infinitely often} =  0. Therefore, S(Tk) converges 
to 0 almost surely. ■

VI. Convergence Analysis of Robustified Ratio Consensus Algorithm

The analysis below shows that the ratio algorithm achieves asymptotic consensus correctly in the 
presence of the virtual nodes, even if diagonals of the transition matrices (Mk s) are not always strictly 
positive. A key consequence is that the value of zk[i\ is not necessarily greater from zero (at least not 
for all k), which creates some difficulty when calculating the ratio yk[i\/zk[i\. As noted earlier, aside 
from these differences, our algorithm is similar to that analyzed in [2]. Our proof has some similarities 
to the proof in [2], with the differences accounting for our relaxed assumptions.

By defining zk in an analogous way as we defined state yk in Section IV, the robustified version of 
the ratio consensus algorithm in (3)-(4) can be described in matrix form as

yk = yk-1 Mfc, k > 1, (48)

zk = zk- 1 Mfc, k > 1, (49)

where Mk e M , k > 1, y0[i] > 0, Vz, z0\i\ > 0, Vz, and J2j zo[j] > 0, and y0[(i,j)\ = z0[(i,j)] = 
0, V(z, j)  G S. The same matrix Mk is used at step k of the iterations in (48) and (49), however, 
Mk may vary over k. Recall that yk and zk in (48) and (49) have n elements, but only the first m 
elements correspond to computing nodes in the augmented network Qa\ the remaining entries in yk and 
zk correspond to virtual buffers.
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The goal of the algorithm is for each computing node to obtain a consensus value defined as

7T
E j  2/0 bl
E i  « fo r

To achieve this goal, each node i G V calculates

Kk «
Vk\i\
Zk\A

whenever the denominator is large enough, i.e., whenever

(50)

(51)

zk[i\ > y, (52)

for some constant y > 0 to be defined later. We will show that, for each i =  1, 2, . . . ,  m, the sequence 
7rfc[z] thus calculated asymptotically converges to the desired consensus value n*. To show this, we first 
establish that (52) occurs infinitely often, thus computing nodes can calculate the ratio in (51) infinitely 
often. Then, we will show that as k goes to infinity, the sequence of ratio computations in (51) will 
converge to the value in (50).

The convergence when y0[j] = 0 can be shown trivially. So let us now consider the case when 
J2j 2/o[j] > 0, and define new state variables yk and zk for k > 0 as follows:

m  = ¿fi Vi> (53)
Zk[l] = E ^ o b l’ V*' (54)

Thus, yo and z0 are defined by normalizing yk and zk. It follows that y0 and z0 are stochastic row vectors.
Also, since our transition matrices are row stochastic, it follows that yk and zk are also stochastic vectors
for all k > 0.

We assume that each node knows a lower bound on JT  z0[j], denoted by /iz. In typical scenarios, for 
all i e  V, Zo[i\ will be positive, and, node i G V can use Zq[i\ as a non-zero lower bound on z0[j\ 
(thus, in general, the lower bound used by different nodes may not be identical). We also assume an 
upper bound, say y y, on Vo [j]- 

Let us define

Hz Cl
d  =  -------- (55)

n

As time progresses, each node i G V will calculate a new estimate of the consensus value whenever 
zk[i] > yL. The next lemma establishes that nodes will can carry out this calculation infinitely often.

Lemma 4: Let % =  {r/, r?, • • •} denote the sequence of time instances when node i updates its 
estimate of the consensus using (51), and obeying (52), where r / < t/ +1, j  > 1. The sequence % 
contains infinitely many elements with probability 1.
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Proof: To prove the lemma, it will suffice to prove that for infinitely many values of k, Zk[i] > p, 
with probability 1. Assumptions (M1)-(M5) imply that each matrix Wj , 3 > 1 (defined in (30)) contains 
a strictly positive column corresponding to index i G V with a non-zero probability, say 7* > 0. Also, 
the choice of Wkx and Wk2 is independent of each other for k\ 7̂  k2. Therefore, the second Borel- 
Cantelli lemma implies that, with probability 1, for infinitely many values of j , Wj will have the z-th 
column strictly positive. Since the non-zero elements of each matrix in M  are all greater or equal to c, 
c > 0 (by property M3), and since Wj is a product of l matrices in M , it follows that all the non-zero 
elements of each Wj must be lower bounded by cl.

Consider only those 3 > 1 for which Wj contains positive z-th column. As noted above, there are 
infinitely many such j  values. Now,

H  =  Ai-i)i w r

As noted above, ¿k is a stochastic vector. Thus, for any k > 0,

Y ^h [i]  = 1 (56)
i

and, at least one of the elements of %-i)z must be greater or equal to 1/n. Also, all the elements in 
columns of Wj indexed by z G V are lower bounded by cl (recall that we are now only considering 
those j  for which the z-th column of Wj is positive). This implies that,

Zjlii] > cl/n
/ \

(57)

> ci/ n (58)

>
\ 3 / 

Pz Cl/n (59)

Zjl\i] > p, Vz e V (by (55)) (60)

Since infinitely many W f  s will contain a positive z-th column (with probability 1), (60) holds for 
infinitely many j  with probability 1. Therefore, with probability 1, the set % = {r/, rf, • • • } contains 
infinitely many elements, for all z C V. ■

Finally, the next theorem shows that the ratio consensus algorithm will converge to the consensus 
value defined in (50).

Theorem 1: Let 7r*[t] denote node z’s estimate of the consensus value calculated at time r/. For each 
node z G V, with probability 1, the estimate 7r»[i] converges to

, _  Ej% [o]
* £ ^ [ ° r

Proof: Note that the transition matrices Mfc, k > 1, are randomly drawn from a certain distribution. 
By an “execution” of the algorithm, we will mean a particular instance of the Mk sequence. Thus, the
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distribution on Mk s results in a distribution on the executions. Lemma 3 implies that,

Pr { lim S(Tk) — 0} = 1.I k—KX) J
Together, Lemmas 3 and 4 imply that, with probability 1, for a chosen execution, (i) for any ip > 0, 
there exists a finite k^ such that, for all k > k^, S(Tk) < ip, and (ii) there exist infinitely many values 
of k > k^ such that zk[i\ > y  (i.e., k £ % for the chosen execution).

Consider any k > k^ such that zk[i\ > y- Since S(Tk) < ip, the rows of matrix T'k are “within ip" of 
each other. Observe that yk is obtained as the product of stochastic row vector y0 and Tk. Thus, yk is 
in the convex hull of the rows of Tk. Similarly zk is in the convex hull of the rows of Tk. Therefore, 
the j-th elements of yk and zk are within ip of each other, for all j. Therefore,

1 m[i] -  h\i] < Ip
Vk\A 1 < Ip
zk[i] Zk[i\

v M
Zk[i]

E^s/obl
Ej^ob'l

< i> E ^ o b l  /u j , CA„ M (by (53) and (54))
zk[i\

Vk[i]
Zk[i\

Ej2/o[i]
Ej«ob1

< y (because E j  Vo[j] < Vy) 
Zk L*J

Vk[i] E j  vo[j] < fly
Zk[i] E j  z

Now, given any e > 0, let us choose ip = ey /yy. Then (65) implies that

(61)

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

Vk[i] T,jVo[j] ^
Zk® Z j Z obi

whenever k > k̂ p and k £ %. Therefore, in the limit, for k £ % converges to . This result
holds with probability 1, since conditions (i) and (ii) stated above hold with probability 1. ■

The result above can be strengthened by proving convergence of the algorithm even if each node 
i £ V updates its estimate whenever zk[i] > 0 (not necessarily > y). To prove the convergence in this 
case, the argument is similar to that in Theorem 1, with two modifications:

• Lemma 4 needs to be strengthened by observing that there exist infinitely many time instants at 
which zk[i] > y  simultaneously for all i £ V. This is true due to the existence of a matrix T * (as 
seen in the discussion of (M5)) that contains positive columns corresponding to all i £ V.

• Using the above observation, and the argument in the proof of Theorem 1, it then follows that, 
with probability 1, for any ip, there exists a finite k^ such that 6(Tk) < ip whenever k > k^. As 
before, defining ip — ey/ y y, it can be shown that for any e, there exists a ke > k^ such that the
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following inequality holds for all z G V simultaneously.

ykM  Z)j3fob1
Zke [t

EiSfobl
E,- 2o[i]

- 6  <

<

<

e Vz G V

Eiltob] +  e Vz G V

(66)

(67)
E j^ob] ~ **«[*] E j^ob l

Naturally, [z] 0, Vz G V. It is now easy to argue that the above inequality will continue to hold for
all k  >  k € and each z G V whenever Zi[k\ >  0. To see this, observe that, for k  >  k e,

Vk — Uke Iljfc 1 Mk

Define P — II^+1 Mk and z/; =  e/z//iy. Then, we have that, whenever zk[i] > 0 for k > ke,

yk[i\ P\j,i]
**[*] E“U2*,b1 P\iA

EJ=i,Pb,i]^oj/t.b1 P \jA  

E"=i,pM ^0^ b 1  p \j,i] 
v m  „  Vk[i\

( 68)

mm <

(summation over non-zero P[j, i] terms)

Vke[j]< max

- 6  <

;e [j]

E j  yob']
E ^ o b l  

toH _  E jj/obl 
E j  2o[i]

-'/cb] ~kf[j]
„  EjJ/obl ,< — — + e from (67)

2**

< e

E j  «obi

for all z G V and k > ke

(69)

(70)

(71)

This proves the convergence of the algorithm in the limit. Recall that for this convergence it suffices if 
each node updates  ̂its estimate of the consensus whenever its z value is positive. (69) follows from the

E j  ?{jj ¿ 'tjk\u[k] is a weighted average of |^J, and therefore, lower
iinrlpH K\/ iriov . _____

i m

observation that &2Zj b\j}u[j]
,? k  
m

_b\J] £ fc6[fc]u[fc]_ 
bounded by min. and upper bounded by max. S |.

VII. Concluding Remarks and Future Work

Although our analysis above is motivated by wireless environments wherein transmissions may not 
succeed, the analysis is more general. In particular, it applies to other situations in which properties 
(M1)-(M5) are true. Indeed, property (M4) by itself is not as important as its consequence that a given 
Wk matrix has non-zero columns indexed by z G V.

A particular application of the above analysis is in the case when messages may be delayed. As 
^focussed previously, mass is transfered by any node to its neighbors by means of messages. Since 

these messages may be delayed, a message sent on link (z, j)  in slot k may be received by node j  in 
a later slot. Let us denote by Vk[i\ the set of messages received by node z at step k. It is possible for 
Vk[i\ to contain multiple messages from the same node. Note that Vk[i] may contain a message sent by
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node i to itself as well. Let us define the iteration for yk as follows:

yk[i\ = v - (?2>
vevk[i}

The iteration for zk can be defined analogously. Our robust consensus algorithm essentially implements 
the above iteration, allowing for delays in delivery of mass on any link (i,j) (caused by link failures). 
However, in effect, the robust algorithm also ensures FIFO (first-in-first-out) delivery, as follows. In 
slot k, if node i receives mass sent by node j  £ 1] in slot s, s < k, then mass sent by node j  in slots 
strictly smaller than s is either received previously, or will be received in slot k.

The virtual buffer mechanism essentially models asynchronous communication, wherein the messages 
between any pair of nodes in the network may require arbitrary delay, governed by some distribution. It 
is not difficult to see that the iterative algorithm (72) should be able to achieve consensus correctly even 
under other distributions on message delays, with possible correlation between the delays. In fact, it is 
also possible to tolerate non-FIFO (or out-of-order) message delivery provided that the delay distribution 
satisfies some reasonable constraints. Delay of up to B  slots on a certain link (i, j )  £ £ can be modeled 
using a single chain of B  virtual nodes, with links from node i to every virtual nodes, and link from the 
last of the B  nodes to node j —in this setting, depending on the delay incurred by a packet, appropriate 
link from node i to one of the virtual node on the delay chain (or to j , if delay is 0) is used.

Note that while we made certain assumptions regarding link failures, the analysis relies primarily on 
two implications of these assumptions, namely (i) the rows of the transition matrix Tk become close to 
identical as k increases, and (ii) zk[i\ is bounded away from 0 for each i infinitely often. When these 
implications are true, similar convergence results may hold in other environments.
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